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Equipped with larger 9/16" Flexicore wire rope center cable.

MADE IN USA  © 2019 General Wire Spring

A muscular mid-size machine with more power, the  

Sewerooter T-4 quickly punches through tough clogs in  

3" and 4" lines. A larger 9/16" Flexicore® cable does a better 

job of transferring the torque than traditional 1/2" cables do. 

It gets down the line easier and clears clogs faster. And the 

portable workhorse is easier to handle in tight spaces, on 

stairs, and loading into your truck.

Get the whoosh faster—the sound of success. To learn 

more, call the Drain Brains at 800-245-6200, or visit  

www.drainbrain.com/T4

www.drainbrain.com/T4
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At the recent Mechanical Contractors 
Association of Canada (MCAC) annual 
conference in Nashville there was a very clear 
focus on new construction technologies with 
multiple speaker sessions and a dedicated 
trade show.

Things like virtual reality, augmented 
reality, mixed reality, robots, all kinds of smart 
phone applications – apps – and many other 
new things, when applied to our industry, are 
designed to make the design and installation 
of mechanical systems quicker and more 
efficient.

For some reason the construction industry 
now has hundreds of companies – if not 
thousands – devoted to making our lives 
better. That’s not a bad thing, but it can be 
confusing.

We also have the doom and gloom 
people telling us that if we don’t adopt all 
these technologies quickly, we will not be 
competitive, and our company will fail. But 
that largely depends on your market. Some 
things like Building Information Modelling 
(BIM) are becoming a standard requirement 
on many ICI projects, for example.

All this can be overwhelming for the 
mechanical contractor. Where does one start?

It was refreshing to hear some of the 
contractors on industry panels at the 
conference. If they had one message, it was 
start small, choose one thing that will help 
your business and partner with the company 
that offers it. Don’t try to incorporate a bunch 

of different technologies at once. By focusing 
on one thing – and it could be something as 
simple as tool tracking software or one of the 
many design programs that manufacturers 
offer – the employees can focus on getting 
up to speed and, as they get used to using the 
program, the adoption of future technology 
will come easier.

Choosing a company to partner with 
is important. It’s worth putting some time 
into this. They have a vested interest in your 
success. If they don’t seem helpful, or it’s 
difficult to find someone to talk to, they are 
probably not the right partner. Make sure the 
support is going to be there up front.

When you do try one of these new 
technologies, you need to stick with it and 
give it a good shot. Too often people abandon 
something after the first attempt because it 
didn’t work out very well and/or they lost 
money. “I tried that; it didn’t work,” they say.

The first few jobs with any new technology 
may not go smoothly. The benefits are often 
not realized until management and employees 
become proficient. And then you end up 
wondering why you did things the way you 
did for so long.
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Not so difficult!
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Ideal for all commercial projects, the new IBC Excelsior features up to 97% 
termal efficiency, advanced touchscreen interface, built-in BACnet capabilities, 
10:1 turndown ratio and integrated 4 zone pump control.
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l
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WATER HEATER TRAINING WEBSITE

 Online product and technical training straight from the experts!

www.aosmithtraining.ca

Sign up today! 
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Construction challenges and new 
technologies were at the forefront 
at the Mechanical Contractors 

Association of Canada annual conference in 
Nashville, Tennessee Oct. 2-5.

On Thursday morning, breakfast speaker 
Graham Sherman, co-owner of Calgary-based 
Toolshed Brewery, took the 300 delegates 
and companions on an adventure that started 
when he met his future business partner as a 
“high level geek” working for the military in 
Afghanistan to his garden shed in Calgary 
where he started brewing beer, to fighting 
the government and being mocked by his 
banker on the road to establishing a successful 
business.

The first major hurdle was learning that 
any new brewery in Alberta had to guarantee 
production of 500,000 litres of beer per 
year. His micro-brewery plan wasn’t going 
anywhere.

“I’d quit my job to do something illegal.” 
A long media and internet campaign finally 
forced the Alberta government to remove the 
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it’s a challenge, MCAC members hear

Focus on new construction 
technologies at Nashville 
conference
By Simon Blake

minimum production quota in December 
2013.

But that was just the beginning. His banker 
thought a brewery was an “adorable” idea 
and wouldn’t loan money. Nor would any 
other bank. Through re-mortgaging homes, 
borrowing from friends, the partners finally 
raised enough money to rent a building 
and buy equipment – and were left with no 
operating capital. They resorted to selling 
memberships at $5,000 each with a promise 
of free beer for life. It wasn’t easy but they sold 
three in the first month, eight in the second 
– just enough to keep going. But it eventually 
worked out and the Tool Shed brand can now 
be found across Western Canada.

It’s about getting paid!
If building a brewery was difficult, it pales 
compared to some of the issues voiced by 
mechanical contractors at the Contractor 
Challenge Panel Discussion that followed. 
Led by Gerry Russ of AON, he noted that 
slim margins and difficulties in getting paid 
continue to be major challenges. There are a 
record number of disputes – Ontario alone 
has been averaging $1.6 billion a year in 
construction liens for the past three years.

Many projects are not bonded, and even 
if they are the contractor may have difficulty 
getting the bond agreement if they need to make 
a claim. Russ noted that contractors need to be 
more diligent about obtaining documentation 
ahead of time rather than trying to get it when 
there’s a dispute. “Somewhere in the process 
you have to figure out how you are going to get  
paid if there’s an issue.”

Please see ‘Start’ on page 8

BREWING OR BUILDING –

AON’s Gerry Russ, left, led a 
panel on industry challenges.

https://mcac.ca/
https://mcac.ca/
https://www.toolshedbrewing.com/
http://www.alberta.ca/
https://www.aon.com/canada/default.jsp


as he gave his economic forecast for the 
non-residential sector. Much of that reflects 
the winding down of mega projects in some 
parts of the country, particularly in the West 
and Newfoundland. However, the industrial, 
commercial and institutional (ICI) sector 
remains steady, if not busy.

B.C. and Ontario continue to be very busy.
B.C. has “a long list of projects across the
board” but faces a serious manpower shortage. 
However, he expects the B.C. industry will
pull workers from elsewhere. “You’ve seen it
before; the industry gets it done.”

But one of the biggest challenges going 
forward is the number of highly experienced 
workers expected to retire in the next decade. 
“Many of those are supervisors and project 
managers – your most skilled workers.”

Every sector of the Canadian economy, 
not just construction, is facing the same 
problem, he added. And while construction 
as a whole will see 22 percent of its workforce 
retire over the next ten years, the mechanical 
(pipe trades and HVAC) will see only about 
18 percent retire because of the industry’s 
training efforts. “We have been keeping an eye 
on what we need to do. We need to continue 
that,” he said.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca
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Start small with new 
technology, says panel

New realities
The other challenge for contractors is adapting 
some of the new construction technologies 
like virtual reality, augmented reality and 
mixed reality. “We need people, but if you 
can’t get people, you need a better way of 
doing business,” Collins noted.

The United Association of Plumbers & 
Pipefitters Canada demonstrated some of 
these technologies at the event. The union is 
also building the UA Innovation Centre in 
Ottawa to train workers on them. “We want to 
deliver training and deliver it to everybody,” 
said Larry Slaney, UA director of training.

The Innovation Centre will also provide 
training to remote locations – anywhere in 
Canada that “you can plop a satellite dish,” he 
added. 

The new technologies are designed to 
substantially improve productivity and “you 
will not be able to compete if you don’t have 
that in place,” said Slaney.

This was reinforced on Friday with several 
sessions and a trade show devoted to the  new 
construction technologies.

“With really good integration of BIM 
(building information modelling), we will see 
what we can do with the schedule,” remarked 
Jeff Sample, “the Iron Man of IT” (eSub, San 
Diego, Calif.) “We cannot continue to do 
stick work; we have to change,” he added. He 
believes modelling and more pre-fabrication 
will be the way of the future.

In ICI construction, pre-planning with 
the owner, general contractor, architects and 
engineers will become increasingly important. 
“BIM will get you a seat at the table,” he added. 
“Saying we will figure it out in the field is the 
wrong answer. We must figure it out before 
construction.”

He showed a video of a worker walking 
through the job site with a $3,500 augmented 
reality device that quickly inspected all 
mechanical systems. “The change order it 
saves you or the owner will pay for itself.”

However, contractors face an overwhelming 
array of new technology and it’s difficult to 
know where to start. The advice from a panel 
discussion on new technology is to start small, 
pick one thing that can benefit your business 

Please see ‘Company’ on page 11

Continued from page 7

Risk is being downloaded to sub-trades. 
Indemnification agreements are getting 
broader. The sub-trade’s insurance won’t cover 
incidents caused by the general.

Choosing the wrong design-build partner 
can be a disaster. Changing government 
regulations and procurement  practices are 
causing difficulties. There are new foreign 
competitors from the UK and Spain coming 
into the Canadian market. And the list goes 
on and on.

AON has been conducting a challenges 
survey – Russ urged contractors to participate 
– to create a database to help fight some of 
these issues. “The more we dig, the more we 
dislike what we are hearing,” he added.

Or as one contractor said, “We’ve been in 
business 85 years, but we are always just one 
contract away from closing our doors.”

There are no easy solutions. MCAC has 
been working on these issues for years and 
continues to do so, participants heard.

Construction forecast
“Things have slowed down significantly,” 
remarked Bob Collins of BuildForce Canada 

8    Plumbing & HVAC – October 2019

Gaetan Beaulieu, Beaulieu Plumbing & Mechanical, Edmundston, N.B., left, checks out 
virtual reality at the technology trade show.

https://www.buildforce.ca/en
https://www.uacanada.ca/
https://www.uacanada.ca/
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Human innovation meets robotic precision

•  Advanced stainless steel fi re tube heat exchanger

•  7" Touch screen and smart controls

•  97.5% Thermal effi ciency

•  Common venting and cascading capability

•  Top and bottom piping connections

Introducing Navien 
NFB-C fi re tube commercial boilers

https://www.navieninc.com/


president-elect and vice president western, 
Derek Ermen is vice president eastern and 
Charles Webb is vice president central. 
Outgoing president Jack Bavis moves into the 
secretary/treasurer’s role and Pierre Boucher 
remains CEO. Directors were elected for each 
zone and province.

It wasn’t all hard work and serious issues 
at the conference. The Welcome Event 
Wednesday evening saw participants gather 
outside for a barbecue and evening of 
entertainment with Australian all-girl country 
band Dozzi. Associates Council members, 
identified by their cowboy hats, handed out 
drink tickets. Thursday night featured line 
dancing and the annual banquet took place 
Saturday evening.

Next year’s MCAC annual conference will 
take place in Napa Valley, California. For more 
information, please visit www.mcac.ca.  
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QUADRIK
COLLECTION
AVAILABLE IN CHROME 

Designed for plumbers, 
loved by designers!

Company leaders must embrace technology
Continued from page 8

and partner with a technology company 
on it. That may be something as simple as 
dispatching or tool tracking software. “The 
urgency is going to be driven by your market 
and your competition,” remarked panelist 
Tim Padfield, Pad-Car Mechanical, Medicine 
Hat, Alta.

It is important that company leaders 
embrace the technology – they may lose 
money on the first couple of jobs because it 
takes time to get up to speed. “(BIM) has its 
pitfalls, but that doesn’t mean we stop doing 
it,” he added.

New executive elected
MCAC held its annual election of officers at 
its annual general meeting Oct. 5. Dave Holek 
was elected president, Wayne Davidson is 

As new construction technologies 
become more prevalent, using BIM will 
be needed just to participate, says Jeff 
Sample, “the Ironman of IT.”

https://riobel.ca/
http://www.padcar.com/
https://mcac.ca/


Earlier this year the International Association 
of Fire Fighters (IAFF), Washington, D.C., and 
the United Association of Plumbers, Fitters, 
Welders, and HVAC Service Technicians (UA), 
Annapolis, Maryland, released a joint statement 
advocating the banning of plastic piping in 
high-rise residential, hotels, hospitals, nursing 
facilities, and other health care facilities. 

“All buildings should require the installation 
of safe, recyclable, non-combustible, and 
sustainable piping materials for plumbing 
systems to protect the health and safety of 
first responders, building occupants and the 
environment,” said the statement by Mark 
McManus, UA general president and Harold 
A. Schaitberger, IAFF general president.

Firefighters have been diagnosed with
cancer at an alarming rate. Two out of every 
three firefighters who died in the line of duty, 
died of cancer since 2002, reports IAFF. 

IAFF and UA argue that plastic piping 
found in buildings is part of the problem. 
“Plastic pipe not only emits toxic gases 
when burned, but requires more complex 
firestopping systems in fire-rated construction 
than non-combustible pipes. If improperly 
installed or inspected, these systems allow fire 
to spread more easily,” said the statement.

IAFF and UA see this as a matter of life 
or death for their members, said Jay Peters, 
principal advisor and consultant for Codes 
and Standards International, Belen, New 
Mexico, in an article titled “Codes must be 
responsive to current and future hazards.”

However, it is difficult to pinpoint plastic 
pipes in buildings as the cause of rising cancer 
rates in firefighters, he adds. Piping is only 
one product among many plastic products, 
including paint, carpets, furniture, electronics, 
etc. By weight, plastic pipe accounts for about 
0.1 percent of the material in a building.

However, what can be controlled should be 
controlled, said Peters. “In this case, it seems 
to make sense to consider the opportunity to 
address the piping as a controllable addition 
to the total plastics fire load of the building.”

Not so fast!
Needless to say, manufacturers of the many 
forms of plastic pipe used by the mechanical 
industry strongly disagree with the UA/IAFF 
statement and Peters’ article on the subject. 

“The authors of that article were attempting 
to assign blame to plastic pipe, behind the 
wall, in commercial construction for an 
increase in cancer rates, and they suggested 
archaic code limitations on plastic plumbing 
products,” said Lance MacNevin, director 
of engineering – building & construction, 
for the Plastic Pipe Institute (PPI), Dallas, 
Texas, and Michael Cudahy, regulations and 
sustainability specialist for the Plastic Pipe 
and Fittings Association (PPFA), Glen Ellyn, 
Illinois, in their response. 

“Many of you know (or even remember) 
that when plastic pipe first came on to 
the market in the 50s and 60s, these same 
allegations were pushed by the anti-plastics 
special interests. Building codes have evolved 
over the last half century and contain specific 
requirements to protect both occupants of 
these structures and first responders from 
the rapid spread of fire. These requirements 
include specific fire ratings for certain 
walls and floor/ceiling assemblies as well as 
penetrations of these fire-rated assemblies,” 
they added.

In July 2018 the U.S. government passed 
legislation requiring the Center for Disease 
Control (CDC) to set up a registry of 
firefighters to track links between workplace 
exposures and cancer. “The plastic pipe 
industry certainly supports such efforts 
because data is needed to establish the real 
causes of firefighter cancer.”

They also point out that the use of plastic 
pipe has significantly reduced the number of 
fires that occur during construction because 
it is joined without a flame – no soldering, 
brazing or welding.

PPI and PPFA suggest that the different 
groups should work together rather than 
pointing fingers at one another. 
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Unions, associations clash 
over firefighter cancer rate

www.fieldpiece.com
http://client.prod.iaff.org/
https://www.uacanada.ca/
https://plasticpipe.org/
https://www.ppfahome.org/
https://www.cdc.gov/


Water quality is an ever-
growing concern for 
Canadians. As more 
and more boil water 
advisories are posted, 

the industry is working to get the word out 
that there are solutions for consumers. 

“By the time you have a boil water advisory, 
you have already consumed the contaminated 
water,” noted Pieter de Vries, president of UV 
Dynamics, London, Ont.

Water treatment in residential applica-

12    Plumbing & HVAC – October 2019 www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Water Treatment

UV systems provide an effective treatment 
against bacteria and viruses
By Leah Den Hartogh

CLEAN WATER, 
     healthy living!

https://www.uvdynamics.com/
https://www.uvdynamics.com/


is to protect the homeowner from bacteria 
and viruses that get into the plumbing system. 
The ultraviolet light emits energy close to 
253.7 nm (nanometers) into the passing 
water, which is the most effective wavelength 
for disinfection, reported Vikas Thusoo, vice 
president, product management, for Rainfresh 

inactivation, E.coli requires only 5.6 mJ/cm2. 
Salmonella typhi that causes typhoid requires 
about 8.5 mJ/cm2. Cholera requires 2.9 mJ/
cm2, and hepatitis A virus requires 30 mJ/
cm2. This makes UV systems very effective 
in providing safe drinking water,” explained 
Thusoo.

The effectiveness of the UV lamps 
diminishes over time. Most manufacturers 
recommend they be changed once a year. 
Many homeowners will ask their plumber to 
do it, providing a reoccurring service call. The 
entire process isn’t difficult, providing they 
have been installed correctly. 

“When you install these systems, you have 
to basically give double the length of the 
stainless-steel chamber in height to ensure 
that you can take the lamp out of the chamber 
because it comes out the top,” said Cardiff. 
“If you don’t give yourself this room, you will 
have to disconnect the whole unit in order to 
pull the lamp out of it.”

Plumbers should also disinfect all piping 
with chlorine after installation to ensure that 
the piping downstream is clean.

              By the time you 
                 have a boil water  

advisory, you have already  
consumed the 
contaminated water.

(Enviroguard Products Ltd.), Richmond Hill, 
Ont. Germicidal UV light inactivates bacteria 
and viruses by instantly destroying their DNA 
and RNA respectively. 

“For residential use, UV systems should 
be able to deliver a minimum of 40 mJ/cm2 
(millijoule per square centimeter) dose at all 
times. To put that into perspective against 
common pathogens, to achieve 99.99 per cent Please see ‘Correct’ on page 15

Depending on the application, a more complex water treatment system might be 
needed, with the UV filter at right typically being the last component in the system.

A sediment filter removes anything that 
might prevent the UV light from reaching 
the bacteria.

tions can include a water softener, sediment 
filter, de-chlorinator, and the final point of 
treatment – the ultra-violet (UV) system. 
The UV system has become more prevalent 
since the increase of boil water advisories, 
said Shelley Peters, operations manager for 
the Canadian Water Quality Association 
(CWQA). It is most commonly found in 
rural applications but there has been more 
interest in applying them on municipal 
water lately.

These systems are comprised of a stainless-
steel chamber, quartz sleeve, and a special 
germicidal ultraviolet lamp. To simplify it 
even more – “it’s a light in a pipe,” said John 
Cardiff, executive vice president, business 
development, at Canature WaterGroup Inc., 
Regina, Sask.

The technology isn’t new. UV systems have 
been around for close to 50 years and have 
become an important part of water treatment 
for a residential system. Canada has some of 
the leading manufacturers, serving the water 
quality industry worldwide.

Science behind the lamp
The obvious benefit of installing a UV system 
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  PROTECTION.

COOL RUNNING.
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Heat can spell trouble
It is important to note that the lamp on these 
systems is running continuously. This means 
that the water temperature can rise when the 
water is stagnant. 

If the water has a high level of hardness, the 
heat from the lamp will cause the hardness 
to create scale on the quartz sleeve. This will 
stop the UV energy from emitting through 
the sleeve and it won’t disinfect the water. 
Therefore, in hard water areas, a UV system 
should be preceded by a water softener. 
Other water treatment products such as 
iron or tannin filters may be required as pre-
treatment, depending upon the quality of the 

water. Regardless a 5-micron sediment filter 
should always be installed before the UV. 

Size matters
There is a bit of leeway with sizing UV 
systems, but it is important to size it properly. 
Contractors need to know the maximum flow 
rate, dose required, and the UV transmittance 
of the water.

If the system is oversized, there is a bit 
more forgiveness. This will result in more 
contact time with the ultraviolet rays. The 
issue with this is that the flow meter might not 
detect flow and the light will be less effective. 
This occurs only when a dimmer is connected 
to the lamp, explained Paul Ethier, manager 
of water quality products for Watts Water 

Technology, Burlington, Ont.
Under-sizing is more troublesome. The 

water’s contact time with the ultraviolet lamp 
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Water Treatment

Correct sizing will ensure 
maximum UV effectiveness
Continued from page 13

Please see ‘Water’ on page 17

In this system, the UV lamp is isolated 
so the bulb can be replaced without 
shutting off the water.
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Ont. He adds that there are pros and cons to 
each type of pipe. 

When it comes to getting rid of these 
lamps, it is important to go through the 
proper channels to ensure that they aren’t just 
ending up in landfill sites. The lamps, when 
recycled, “needs to go someplace they will 
crush them up and collect the metals out of 
the system,” explains de Vries. 

UV systems currently fit into the NSF/
ANSI 55, class A or B, and CSA B483.1 codes 
in Canada. Class A are the products found 
on private water supply lines typically used 
in well or surface water; Class B are products 
used with municipal or previously treated 
water. CSA B483.1 is the standard in Canada 
for drinking water treatment systems. 

Getting smarter
The future of UV systems appears to be 

good. Like so many things in this industry, 
the products are making their way into 
smart technology – which includes smart 
home monitoring and alarms. “Canada is 
already a world leader in UV technology. 
While the fundamentals of the technology 
will remain the same, I think manufacturers 
will continue to make systems more energy 
efficient and improve the customer interface,” 
said Thusoo. 

The takeaway that plumbers should always 
remember is to test the water before running 
the UV system. Minerals and sediment can 
affect the overall performance. It is also 
important to make sure the other parts of the 
water treatment unit are working properly.

“Any plumber who adopts water treatment 
in their suite of services will find it is greatly 
rewarding and gets you one more point of 
contact with your customers,” added Ethier.  
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Water Treatment

Water treatment and smart home technology
Continued from page 15

will be too little and the system wouldn’t be 
effective, allowing unsafe water to pass the lamp. 
Bacteria also has the ability to swim and migrate 
upstream. The UV, for all intents and purposes, 
in an oversized system will do the job. There 
might be a higher cost to the consumer and the 
consumables are going to be more expensive on 
a larger system,” added Ethier. 

PEX versus copper
UV systems can work with any type of pipe. 
“In terms of PEX or copper, you can use both. 
The one thing that you will see on the UV is 
that it’s a good idea to maybe not use all plastic, 
especially on the elbow joints leading into the 
system, because it can degrade the PEX over 
time,” said Brock Lupal, vice president of 
business development at Luminor, Guelph, 

www.canplasplumbing.com
https://www.luminoruv.com/
https://www.nsf.org/newsroom_pdf/water_55_insert.pdf
https://www.nsf.org/newsroom_pdf/water_55_insert.pdf
https://www.scc.ca/en/standardsdb/standards/23387


HRVs and ERVs.
In simple terms, it consists of a buried 

pipe that draws fresh air through the ground 
to the home’s ventilator. In winter, the earth 
tube pre-warms the ventilation air and in 
summer it lowers the ventilation temperature 
as well as removes moisture (humidity). An 
earth tube is ideal for our climate zone with 
cold winters but will also provide cooling in 
the summer and shoulder seasons.” 

In the drafty, energy intense buildings 
we’ve erected in recent decades, earth tubes 
might have been dismissed as irrelevant in 
terms of their pre-warming or pre-cooling 
load contribution. But in very tight, highly 
insulated passive house buildings, the airflows 
are reduced, the system temperatures are 
reduced, and the required BTUs are reduced. 
Those three factors affect modern design 

decisions and upset the 
assumptions of conventional 

HVAC load management.
Like many re-emerging ideas, 

thousands of earth tubes have been installed 
in Europe and elsewhere. However, they were 
not well received when introduced to North 
America around the early 2000s.

Bad installations or pointless applications 
here resulted in negative press. Earth tubes 
were described as mold incubators that didn’t 
yield much benefit. Things are changing. 
Earth tubes are being properly designed and 
installed – and helping with ventilation and 
heating efficiency.

Small systems for homes
Last year we reported on an earth tube-
passive house combination near Goderich in 
Huron County, Ont. It included sensors and 
online monitoring, meaning more data is now 
available from the project, and it’s showing 
efficiency gains and stabilized temperature 
ranges. “With -15C outdoor air temperature 
(5F), we have measured +7C conditioned 

What do the high-and-mighty, 
and lowly ground dwellers have 
in common? They both understand 
the simple physics of managing air 
temperatures, with help from Mother Earth. 
The Persian Empire was violently conquered 
and christened by ‘Cyrus the Great’ in 550 
BC. He and his elite pals remained cool in 
the desert with help from solar chimneys and 
earth tunnels in their dwellings. 

Similarly, prairie dogs are known for 
burrowing carefully engineered underground 
channels that optimize air movement and 
minimize humidity and mold growth in their 
grassy below-grade bedrooms. Both of these 
ideas are in a sense being re-popularized 
during the present day, as earth-to-air heat 
exchangers, known more commonly as ‘earth 
tubes.’

Simple in design
Rob Blakeney of Local Impact Design in 
Guelph, Ontario, says, “An  earth  tube  is 
a passive design concept, which works 
seamlessly with ventilation equipment like 
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Building Green

Unearthing the lowly

Ancient ideas combine with modern heat 
pump technology for sustainable  

HVAC solutions
By Bruce Nagy

EARTH 
TUBE

https://localimpactdesign.ca/


air temperature (47F) entering the ventilator 
from the earth tube,” says Blakeney.

Chris Lee, the homeowner, is also 
monitoring the data. Lee says, “There is always 
at least 10 degrees difference in the earth tube 

intake air. In winter, intake temperature has 
never been below zero. I thought the ground 
would freeze, but even when it has been 
minus 20 in February, the incoming air is still 
above freezing. That’s a significant efficiency 

advantage when you consider the passive 
house envelope.”

“It is really working well in combination 
with the building’s ERV in winter for pre-
warming,” says Blakeney. “And in summer 
the Earth tube advantage is that they cool and 
dehumidify.”

He saves more than just what the Delta-T 
allows, because the earth tube means the 
temperatures are less extreme, allowing the heat 
pump to work in its sweet spot, and increasing 
the coefficient of performance (COP) from 
somewhere above 3.0 to as high as 5.0. And it 

provides healthy free cooling all summer.”

Install, monitor, test
Blakeney notes that AMVIC’s residential 
Ecoair package includes 180 feet (55 metres) 
of eight-inch anti-microbial pipe (sliver nitrate 
infused into high-density polyethylene) “plus 
all the necessary accessories including a pre-
fabricated stainless steel inlet tower, filters and 
condensate sump.”

He also explains that sloping the earth tube 
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But in very tight, 
highly insulated 

passive house buildings, 
the airflows are reduced, 
the system temperatures are 
reduced, and the required 
BTUs are reduced.

Facility manager Julian Tersigni explains 
how the Kortright Centre’s geothermal 
and earth tube systems are controlled 
and monitored.

Large concrete earth tubes were installed during the construction phase.

The tubes feed hot or cool air into a 
corridor under the building. 
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The tubes are supplemented by other corridor-shaped sections that 
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Building Green

Smaller systems for 
single family homes
Continued from page 19

two percent towards a condensate pit or sump pump prevents build-up 
of moisture and mold growth.  “Minimum depth should be about 
six feet where ground temperature is pretty constant at 6-8C. It will 
provide up to 4,500 Btu/h of free pre-warming in the winter as well as 
pre-cooling and dehumidification in the other seasons.”  

“I’ve also been keeping an eye on mold and mildew,” says Lee. “I opened 
it up and it was condensing in the tube within two feet, so it was 
dehumidifying. I tested the drain with a few litres of water and it took 
eight minutes to drain. It seems to be dry as a bone down there.”

Big project, big pipes
This year Passive House Canada will hold its annual conference at the 
Scarborough campus of the University of Toronto (U of T), where the 
new Environmental Science and Chemistry Building incorporates 
geothermal heating & cooling, rainwater capture and an array of 
massive earth tubes. These below grade concrete tubes feed fresh 
outside air into a ventilation unit in the basement. This works in sync 
with the ground source heat pumps and 60 geothermal boreholes, each 
about 689 feet deep (210 metres). 

U of T is also using earth tubes and the passive house standard together 
for three infill student/faculty homes in downtown Toronto on Huron 
Street. In this case, a very old building with a basement was completely 
demolished and material removed, providing a more affordable opportunity 
to lay earth tubes while the new basement was being constructed.

Earth Rangers project
Another big earth tube system can be found at the Kortright Centre for 
Conservation, in Vaughan, Ontario, north of Toronto. It’s home to the 
Earth Rangers, an animal protection education group, and another that 
organizes nature camps. It consists of nine tubes, each 69 feet long (20 
metres), that warm winter air by as much as 20°C in the winter and cool 
the summer air by about 10°C. They permit the use of 100 percent fresh 
air within the building, without incurring significant energy costs. 

This Kortright Centre schematic shows how the system works.

do the same job. They are left open and fully accessible in the 
basement for ongoing inspections (and experimentation by National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory).

The system is designed so that incoming air is treated by UV filtering 
to prevent pathogens (germs) from entering the system. The tubes are 

Please see ‘Large’ on page 23

The Kortright Centre also includes a geothermal system, with 
the heat exchanger at left and the heat pump at right.

www.acquaerpumps.com
https://www.utoronto.ca/
https://kortright.org/
https://kortright.org/
https://www.nrel.gov/
https://www.nrel.gov/
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precondition ventilation. It’s like a geothermal 
field connected to a heat exchanger rather 
than a heat pump.

Some designs consist of a 300-foot length 
of one-inch plastic pipe placed around the 
foundation or under the slab. A brine or 

glycol solution circulates through the heat 
exchanger upstream from the HRV. Brine 
loops reduce fears around air contamination, 
and, because it’s liquid rather than air, they are 
more efficient at moving energy.

Whether you’re fearlessly leading a Persian 
army into a bloody conquest, or designing 
buildings based on passive house principles, 
you can take advantage of the physics offered 
by Mother Earth. You can get ahead of the 
earth tube trend before it re-emerges from the 
underground.  
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Large system boosts fresh air
Continued from page 21

sloped to ensure that condensate drains out 
properly. The same building uses a geothermal 
system and other clean energy elements.

There are at least two other projects using 
huge earth tubes in Canada. One is the 
Vancouver Olympic Athletes Village. The 
other is the EPCOR Tower in Edmonton. The 
tubes in the EPCOR Tower are reported to be 
saving 1,473,994 kW/year in heating mode 
and 84,874 kW/year in cooling mode, which 
translates to energy savings on the order of 
$50,000 per year. Not insignificant.

Another approach
Blakeney says those attending the passive 
house conference in Scarborough will also 
be studying brine loops as another way to 

Bruce Nagy is a Toronto 
writer, author of more than 
150 articles on clean energy. 
His new book, ‘The Clean 
Energy Age’ was released 
on Amazon by Rowman & 

Littlefield in 2018. He can be reached at  
bruce.nagy@rogers.com. 

These earth tubes are being placed in 
the ground prior to the construction of a 
home at the University of Toronto.

www.littlegiant.com
mailto:bruce.nagy@rogers.com
https://www.epcortower.ca/
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T
his is one of the most confusing questions 
service technicians ask, and the standard 
answers they receive tend to confuse them 
even more. So, if your technicians can’t 

explain the difference between a precision 
tune-up (PTU) and a maintenance plan, then 
how is your customer going to understand the 
difference? The best way to educate your staff 
when they ask the question is to break down the 
question into two parts, the terminology and the 
tactical.

Tactical, the easy part
If we focus on the furnace and air conditioner 
for this exercise, it will become clear that from 
the tactical side both the precision tune-up and 
maintenance plan visit are the same. Our goal 
is to provide a service that will put the piece of 
equipment in a condition to deliver optimum 
performance, efficiencies, least opportunities 
for mid-season failures and safety.

For the furnace, the PTU typically consists of:
• Check, level and adjust thermostat
• Check all safety controls and wire

connections
• Clean and inspect burners and burner

compartment
• Visual inspection of heat exchanger
• Clean and check thermocouple / flame

sensor
• Clean and check ignitor / spark electrode /

pilot
• Check filters and offer replacement

• Remove and clean blower / test run
capacitor performance

• Adjust dampers for heating / cooling mode
• Check and flush condensate drains / traps
• Inspect venting system for leaks / slope /

support / debris
• Check for required service access /

clearances to combustibles
• Check for adequate combustion air

requirements
• Lubricate all moving parts
• Cycle furnace and monitor ignition and

flame
• Check and record manifold pressure /

clock input
• Check temperature rise and adjust blower

speed as required
• Perform CO test – circulating air / free air

/ vent and record all readings
• Review results with homeowner

The technician goes through a similar
procedure with the air conditioning, either at 
the same time as the furnace PTU or in a later 
visit as AC season approaches:
• Check / level / adjust thermostat
• Wash and check condenser coil
• Check / clean contacts at contactor. Record

voltage at contactor
• Check electrical connections
• Check capacitor(s) for oil leaks / test

performance
• Check furnace filter / offer replacement
• Check circulating air blower for cleanliness
• Adjust heating / cooling dampers
• Check / clean / test condensate drain / pump
• Lubricate all moving parts
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FALL HEATING SERVICE
The difference between a 
precision tune-up and a 
maintenance plan in 10 
minutes or less…
By Glenn Mellors

Please see ‘Attracting’ on page 27

An apprentice practices his precision tune-up skills under the watchful eye of judge 
Anthony Quan of Enercare Home Services during the 2018 CMPX show in Toronto. 
HRAI volunteers organized the HVAC Skills Competition.
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• Record indoor and outdoor ambient
temperatures

• Measure / record indoor R.H. / wet bulb
reading

• Check temperature drop across evaporator
/ adjust blower speed

• Check refrigerant level
• Check for refrigerant leaks at service valves
• Apply silicone / wax to condenser cabinet
• Clean around outdoor unit and furnace
• Check for manufacturer’s installation /

operating manuals
• Review utility costs / equipment life

expectancy with homeowner
• Offer replacement batteries for smoke

detector
• Check for CO alarm / blue flame

certification (CSA 6.19-01)
• Review and document results and

recommendations with client

Either of these precision tune-ups should
take approximately one hour per piece of 
equipment. However, some time savings may 
be encountered should the service involve 
both pieces of equipment at the same time.

All the same steps as listed previously will 
complete a maintenance plan visit.

Well that was easy wasn’t it? Now for the 
more difficult part; so, what’s the difference?

First, let’s talk about terminology. A PTU is 
not pre-planned or pre-scheduled, but rather 
a byproduct of an inbound call for a pre-
season tune-up or a no heat/cool situation. 
The technician diagnoses the failure as a lack 
of care and maintenance, revenue is collected 
onsite after the visit.

On the other hand, a maintenance plan 
visit is prepaid and pre-planned, booked by an 
outbound call from your business to schedule 
the visit at the homeowner’s convenience to 
perform the service.

It all starts here
Anything one reads about HVAC business 
growth opportunities all point to collecting 
as many prepaid maintenance customers 

as possible and securing them for future 
business to build up your client base.

The PTU service is a low cost / low risk 
service you provide to your customers to 
ready their homes for the upcoming season. 
The only problem is that peak reminder time 
for consumers is after the first need for heat/
cooling, also the busiest time for your service 
department, be it 10 techs or just you!

Quite often the PTU is part of a demand 
service call and, once the diagnosis is 
complete, many of the possible repairs would 
be covered as part of the PTU tactical service. 
As an example, you go into a no-heat call and, 
after diagnosis, you find that the flame sensor 
is dirty and no longer proving flame, so the 
furnace shuts off on safety. You clean the rod 
and leave the home having collected your 
diagnostic fee and 15 bucks for cleaning the 
flame rod, and even then, your technician side 
of you feels you overcharged for the repair.

Then let’s make the situation better for our 
customer. Explain that all the repairs today 
could be covered under a PTU and that the 
additional benefits would also lead to energy 
savings and prevent nuisance break-downs 
and, for this service, we charge X dollars and 
it will take about an hour to perform. This will 
give your customer better value and you can 
feel good about what you did for the fee you 
collected!

The courtship
Now that we have established that a PTU is 
in the best interest of the consumer, make 
it memorable, like a first date. Have the 
homeowner sit beside you while you perform 
the PTU, explain everything you do and 
why you are doing it. Take the opportunity 
to talk about the value of this service being 
performed on an annual basis.

Provide anecdotal stories about how 
many of your customers take advantage of 
this service, that not only will you call them 
to remind when the service is due, but that 
they will receive a discount on the PTU if they 
prepay the visit for next year. Not only will 
they save on next year’s visit, but savings on 
any future repairs and priority service are part 

of a maintenance plan subscription!
To assist in converting PTU one-time clients 

into annual maintenance plan customers, you 
may choose to offer a one-time deep discount 
if they enroll today. After all, once they have 
signed up for your maintenance program, you 
now have a commitment to and from your 
latest maintenance plan customer! After all, 
long-term relationship customers prove to be 
our best customers!

A quick recap
So, let’s do a quick recap:
A PRECISION TUNE-UP
• All steps outlined in “standardized”

tune-up list
• Payment is collected on site
• Can be part of a service call
• Billed after the diagnostic
• Can be discounted
• No obligation between customer  and

company
THE MAINTENANCE PLAN
• All steps outlined in “standardized”

tune-up list
• Payment has been received six months to a

year prior to today’s visit
• Monthly payment is the preferred method

of payment
• This is usually not part of a service visit,

but sold as an add-on to a PTU for next
year’s visit

• Company and customer remain obliged
to each other for the duration of the
agreement

Now that wasn’t too hard now was it? 
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Attracting prepaid maintenance customers
Continued from page 25

Glenn Mellors was born 
into a plumbing family and 
started in the industry in 
1973. He entered the HVAC 
side of the business in the 
80s, working in wholesale, 
and then joined Lennox in 

1992. In 2008 he joined the ClimateCare Co-
operative Corporation, an Ontario contractor 
group, where he is director of training and 
implementation. Glenn can be reached at 
gmellors@climatecare.com.
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Air source heat pump
The Inverter Ducted Split 2.0 
system from Bosch 
Thermotechnology of-
fers a 120-plus SEER 
inverter drive that 
precisely matches the 
heating/cooling load. The accompanying 
air handler includes a two-stage x13 ECM 
blower for enhanced humidity control and an 
all-aluminum coil for corrosion resistance. A 
heating seasonal performance rating of 10.5 
and heating operation down to tempera-
tures of -4F yields efficient operation, even in 
cold-climate applications. 
Bosch  

www.boschheatingandcooling.com

DHW for industrial applications
Leslie Controls introduces its 
Constantemp steam-water heat-
ers and LED packaged water 
heaters. These on-demand 
water heaters are ideal for in-
dustrial shower rooms, hot 
water, safety shower systems 
and building heat. They are 
pre-piped. With accuracy of plus 
or minus 3F, the water heater is available for 
flows up to 120 GPM and temperatures ad-
justable from 105 to 180F. 
Leslie Controls  

www.lesliecontrols.com

Magnetic dirt 
separator
The Taco 4900 Series magnetic 
dirt separators provide dual-
action dirt separation for closed 
loop hydronic heating systems, 

utilizing a powerful 13,000-gauss 
magnet in addition to patented 

PALL ring technology. The dirt 
separator efficiently separates 
microscopic particles including 

dirt and magnetite from hydronic fluid with 
minimal pressure loss. It is easily cleaned by 
opening a valve at the bottom. It is available 
in sizes from ¾ to two-inch NPT and from 
3/4 to 1-1/2-inch sweat.
Taco  www.TacoComfort.com

Tankless voice control
Rinnai tankless water heaters will now be 
offered with Amazon Alexa and Google 
Home support, allowing users to operate 

their water heaters with voice commands. 
This allows users to control their tankless 
unit’s temperature and recirculation by 
saying things like: ‘OK Google/Alexa, tell 
Rinnai to set temperature to 120 degrees” 
or “Google/Alexa, tell Rinnai I need hot 
water.” The enhanced Control-R 2.0 module 
with smart home integration features more 
than 20 voice commands to activate the 
recirculation system or select a favourite 
temperature.
Rinnai  www.rinnai.ca
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Hot Water Heating

Smaller units for homes 
may be way of future as 
governments seek to cut 
carbon
By Simon Blake

As governments and environmental realities 
push the industry away from carbon producing 
technologies, air source heat pumps are 
showing promise even in cold Northern 
climates.

Only recently have air-to-water (ATW) heat 
pumps designed for single family detached 
homes come on the market. A Canadian 
manufacturer,  Maritime Geothermal, 
Petitcodiac, N.B., has manufactured the Nordic 
brand geothermal heat pumps since 1983 and 
launched its ATW series in 2015.

Aermec has been supplying air-to-water 
heat pumps to the North American market 
for 11 years now, reported Jim Chaters, North 
American sales manager. Over 1,000 Aermec 
ANK ATW heat pumps, distributed by Mits 
Airconditioning Inc., Mississauga, Ont., have 
been installed.

Taco Comfort Solutions Canada, Milton, 
Ont. displayed the German Glen Dimplex air-to-water heat pump at the MCEE 
Show in Montreal last spring. The company has a number of pilot installations going 
and expects to launch the product under the Taco brand across Canada in 2020, 

Please see ‘ATW’ on page 33

Installing contractor Mark 
Strangways of The Hydronics 
Team, Toronto, performs checks 
on a new Taco Dimplex monobloc 
heat pump.

HEAT PUMPS
Residential air-to-water

https://www.nordicghp.com/
https://www.aermec.us/
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reported Mike Miller, director of sales, 
building services. Other ATW products 
from Europe and Asia are sure to follow.

Canada has always been a challenging 
market for air source heat pumps because 
the colder it gets, the less heat an air source 
heat pump can extract from the air. But the 
systems are getting better.

Today, ATW heat pumps can generate 
a useful amount of heat down to about 
-20C. Some units are designed to work
in even colder temperatures, but the
tendency is that as the temperature goes
down efficiency drops, and the price and
complexity increases.

“In most of Canada, we will need 
backup heat. The heat pump will operate 

down to -20C, but loses some capacity,” 
said Chaters.

How it works
An ATW heat pump will provide heated 
water at up to about 60C or 140F. The 

system typically consists of the heat pump, 
a buffer tank, controls and the hydronic 
system, which is the same as that for a 
boiler. One advantage of an ATW system is 
that, unlike an air-to-air heat pump, it is not 

trying to heat the space. The heat pump’s 
only role is to keep the buffer tank at a 
certain temperature set-point. A pump or 
pumps then distributes hot water to radiant 
floors, radiators, an air handler, etc.

“It separates the function of the heat 
pump from the function of the zones. 
Instead of turning on when a zone calls 
for heat, the job of the heat pump is to 
heat the buffer tank to a certain set-point 
temperature,” explained Dan Rheault, P. 
Eng., Nordic lead product engineer. The 
buffer tank typically includes an electric 
heating element for backup heat.

The heat pump control runs everything 
up to and including the buffer tank and the 
backup heat source.

In a retrofit, the existing oil or gas-fired 
boiler may be kept for backup. A DHW 
heater could also be used for backup if it is 
designed and approved for space heating.

In a typical hydronic system with 
multiple zones, a separate zone controller 
may be required in addition to the heat 
pump control.

If the home currently has a forced 
air system with an air conditioning coil, 
switching over to a heat pump is simply 
a matter of replacing the AC coil with a 

hydronic coil, something Miller has done 
in his own home. The heat pump provides 
heat in the winter and chilled water for 
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One advantage of an ATW system is that, 
unlike an air-to-air heat pump, it is 

not trying to heat the space.

Hot Water Heating

The ATW heat pump 
has only one task
Continued from page 31

Please see ‘Different’ on page 35

This piping diagram from 
the Nordic manual shows 
a basic ATW heat pump 
hydronic system.
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cooling in the summer. The buffer tank 
element provides backup heat, just as with 
a hydronic system.

Installing the heat pump
There are two configurations for air-to-
water heat pumps. Monobloc units are 
a packaged system with the compressor 
and all components in one cabinet and 
are typically located outside the home 
with the hot water or glycol piped into the 
building.

Today’s units run quietly, so the unit 
can be located close to the building. 
Piping is run either underground or above 
ground and heavily insulated.

The other configuration is a split 
system, with the compressor and heat 
exchanger in an indoor cabinet connected 
by refrigerant lines to an outdoor unit 
consisting of a fan and a coil. It’s very 
similar to a mini-split air conditioning 
system. They typically come pre-charged 
with refrigerant. One advantage is that 
in a mid-winter service call, all the key 
components are indoors.

With the Nordic split system, the 
installer has to connect the lines and 

vacuum them through a three-way access 
port, and then open a valve to let the 
refrigerant into the lines. If the line is longer 
than 20 feet (up to 70 ft.), the installer adds 
refrigerant as specified in the manual. 
Required trade licenses are the same as 
for air conditioning. A hydronic heating 
contractor might hire a refrigeration tech 
just to do the line connection.

As a stand-alone appliance, the 
monobloc system doesn’t require a 
refrigeration license. Manufacturers 
offer complete packaged systems with 
everything up to and including the buffer 
tank. “We are trying to make it easier for 
the contractor,” said Miller.

Sizing a compromise
The obvious question when sizing a heat 
pump is that if the heat output dips with 
the temperature, why not just install a 
bigger heat pump?

“Sizing a heat pump is always a 
compromise to cover as much of the 
coldest day heat load as possible and not 
having a drastically oversized unit in 
milder weather, which would result in 
short cycling,” said Rheault.

Manufacturers offer detailed installation 
manuals with sizing charts. They also offer 
training and technical help for contractors.

Like any heating system, doing a heat 
load analysis of the house will allow the 
contractor to specify the right equipment. 
“You can match that up with the output 
of the heat pump at around freezing. It’s 
a bit arbitrary, but it gives you a good 
compromise between coldest day output 
and not oversizing it in warmer weather,” 
said Rheault.

While the heat pump can heat water 
up to 65C, it doesn’t make sense to design 
for that. “We try to design around 48C for 

efficiency and comfort with fan coils, and 
lower for radiant,” said Chaters. “The heat 
pumps can also operate with outdoor reset, 
allowing the water temperature to go up 
or down based on ambient temperatures 
to allow energy savings while providing 
maximum comfort.”

“You do have to size the backup 
elements in the buffer tank for the entire 
heat load of the house because if it gets to 
lower than -22C outside, then the elements 
will take over the heating,” added Rheault.

The water side is the other critical 
concern. “You need the proper Btu’s for 
the building, but the largest concern is 
water volume and flow,” added Chaters. 
“The pipes must be sized to allow proper 
flow and the volume of the system must 
meet the size of the heat pump.”
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Different configurations, 
different installations
Continued from page 33

Please see ‘Consider on page 37

A rooftop installation of two Aermec 
ATW heat pumps.

Indirect tanks must have heat 
exchangers designed to work with 
the lower temperature water of a 
heat pump.
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There should be a filter in the system, which 
needs to be checked and cleaned annually.

DHW with a heat pump
An indirect DHW tank would be set up as 
one zone and needs to be considered when 
sizing the heat pump. It would typically be 
controlled through the heat pump control.

“You must make sure you have a properly 
sized heat exchanger or indirect tank as a heat 
pump may provide 45,000 Btu’s at 12C, but at 
25C you may get 70,000, so you need to be 
able to reject 70,000 Btu’s or you will have 
high pressure faults,” said Chaters.

“Standard indirect tanks may not work 
for heat pump applications due to the low 
fluid temperature available from it. These 
are special indirect tanks that require 

significantly larger surface area of the internal 
heat exchanger,” added Miller.

Nordic offers DHW de-superheaters in 
its ATW heat pumps. A de-superheater pre-
heats DHW using discharge gas while in the 
heating or cooling mode, which typically 
covers the home’s DHW needs in winter and 
summer and may need “topping up” in the 
shoulder seasons when the heat pump is not 
running as much.

AT W heat  pumps require  l i t t le 
maintenance – only an occasional inspection 
to ensure everything is working properly, and 
most home and building owners don’t even 
do that, said Rheault.

Heat pumps are becoming more and more 
prevalent for space and DHW heating as 
governments set carbon reduction targets. It 
will pay for any contractor to get up to speed 
on this technology.  
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Consider DHW when sizing
Continued from page 35

Manufacturer field service specialist 
Wolf Muench performs checks on the 
hydronic side of the Taco/Glen Dimplex 
system. This retrofit installation uses the 
home’s original forced air furnace as an 
air handler. The buffer tank can be seen 
in the foreground.
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I have been on a career-long search 
for nifty tools that will help us all be 
better at the job of designing, building, 
commissioning and troubleshooting 
everything hydronic. There have been 

a number of breakthroughs 
over the years, and I intend 
to address them all sooner 
or later. Big game changers 
in the last three decades 
have had mostly to do 
with developments in the 
electronics world. The 
short list includes:

• Electronic combustion analyzers and gas
detectors

• Personal computers and related software

• Digital troubleshooting equipment
(multi-meters, data loggers, thermometers 
& pressure gauges)

• Digital electronic controls
• Digital cameras
• Smart phones and tablets
• The Internet

Digital infrared cameras, the newest
kids on the block, have been around since 
the early 1990’s when they graduated from 
primarily military and law enforcement 
devices to become available for civil uses. 
They were prohibitively expensive until 
a decade ago, when companies like 
Fluke and Flir brought affordable (but still 
pricey) models to market – designed for 
general trades and maintenance users.

New players have emerged with a wide 
variety of models, and prices for base 
models have plummeted. Also known as 
thermographic cameras or thermal imaging 
cameras – they can make images based on 
longer than visible light radiation. If you 
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INFRARED 
HEATING 
DIAGNOSIS

Using today’s technology 
for accurate and quick 
troubleshooting   
By Roy Collver

Please see ‘Many’ on page 41

An infrared 
image shows 
that the three-
way tempering 
valve designed 
to prevent cold 
return water from getting back 
to the boiler is performing as 
required.
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want to impress your friends at the next 
party, you can explain to them that visible 
light is in the 400 to 700 nanometer 
range, whereas infrared cameras can 
detect and image wavelengths as long as 
1,400 nm (14μm).

Seeing the heat
Why am I so impressed with these tools?

You can  now achie ve  w hat 
hydronicians have dreamt about since 
we started moving hot water and steam 
through pipes. You can see the heat!

This is a big deal, not only because 
it frees you up from running around to 
look at a dozen different thermometer 
readings – but because it can give you 
an overview of the whole heat transfer 
process at a glance. This is a powerful 
thing. Just look at the thermographic 
images included in this article and 
imagine how these cameras can help you 

be better at what you do. 
They don’t have to be used just for 

fluid heat imaging either. You can look 
for heat loss through insulation in 
building assemblies, ductwork, piping – 
you name it.

I  use one extensively during 
engineering site inspections. Want to 
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Many applications for 
infrared cameras
Continued from page 39

know if a branch duct is connected and 
working? Turn up the thermostat and 
point your camera at the diffuser to see if 
any heat is coming out. Take a picture to 
document it. Is the fluid flow going in the 
right direction? Look at the temperature 
drop or rise with your handy-dandy IR 
sensor. Most of the rest of this article is 
going to tell the story through images I 
have captured on job sites.

You will notice immediately that the 
resolution of my IR images is not very 
high. The units I used for this article both 
had a resolution of 320 x 240 pixels per 
inch whereas the Nikon digital camera I 
usually use for taking magazine photos has 
a resolution of 4608 x 3456 ppi. For most 
users of IR cameras, the lower resolutions 
are just fine, since the information we are 
after does not require photographic detail. 
Be prepared to spend far more for even a 
small increase in resolution.

Low cost entry
The camera I use on a regular basis is a 
tiny little thing that I plug into my iPhone 
– brilliant technology at a very reasonable 

Please see ‘Different’ on page 43

Keep in mind 
that although 

these are great tools for 
diagnosing problems and  
documenting system 
operation, they can also 
be a very powerful 
sales tool.

A stand-alone IR camera provides 
better images, but some people 
find an IR attachment for their 
smart phone is adequate for their 
needs.

https://www.nikon.com/
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price. A number of manufacturers make 
similar devices and the lower price point 
is simply because your phone does all 
of the heavy lifting as far as displaying, 
processing and storing the images – the 
camera itself just has the imager and lens.

The only issue I have with mine, and 
ones like it, is that they are fragile, small, 
and easily damaged. If you are very careful, 
they will stand up to the day-to-day rough 
and tumble of a service technician, but 
there are more robust models made 
specifically for harsh service conditions. 

Be prepared to pay extra for them, but if I 
was back in the service business, I would 
gladly pay the extra (engineering weenies 
like I am now have a far gentler life).

Where can you get these things? 
Surprise, surprise – try your local 
plumbing and HVAC wholesaler; they 
likely have them in stock or can get them 
in a day or two. Before you make the jump, 
see if you can borrow or rent one to try out. 
Read through the specifications and user 
instructions of various manufacturers and 
models to see what appeals to you – talk 
to factory reps., go to trade shows, and do 
your research. I said the prices of these 

cameras has really come down – I didn’t 
say they were cheap.

A powerful sales tool
Keep in mind that although these are 
great tools for diagnosing problems and 
documenting system operation, they can 
also be a very powerful sales tool. If you 
show a building owner a thermographic 
image of a boiler with collapsed refractory, 
for instance, they are going to ask you to 
fix it immediately because the boiler will 
look like it is about to melt – not really too 
far from the truth actually.

HVAC technicians can use them to 
look for duct leakage, examine condenser 
and evaporator coils, electric motors, 
electrical connections and relay contacts 
– the list is long. Once you start playing
with these devices, all kinds of uses pop
into your head.

And if you are a hunter? Come deer 
season, some models will allow you to see 
where the deer are even in the fog, heavy 
bush or in low light conditions. Hiking 
here on Vancouver Island or the Alberta 
foothills – you can use them to scan your 
back-track for stalking cougars – just 
sayin’.  
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Different price points 
depending on need
Continued from page 41

Roy Collver is an 
author and consultant on 
hydronic heating based 
in Qualicum Beach, B.C.  
He can be reached at 
hoth2o@shaw.ca

This photo showed a very high 70-
plus degrees Delta-T between supply 
and return, pointing to a serious 
problem. It was quickly determined 
that tubing lengths in the slab were 
twice that specified in the design.

Roy’s cat Oscar can see in 
the dark. With an infrared 
camera, so can you!

DHW at the faucet is only 100F, 
showing that adjustments need to be 
made to the DHW recirculation system 
in this building.

mailto:hoth2o@shaw.ca
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Refrigeration

Most of us are 
t a u g h t  t h e 
r e f r i g e r a t i o n 

cycle using idealized 
cycles and “pure” single 
component refrigerants, but 
the reality is that we operate 
in an industry where 
blended refrigerants are 
very common. Blends have 
been around for a long time, 
but they became especially 
prevalent during the CFC 
phase-out in the 1990s 
as R12 and R502 (which 
is a blend) replacements 
transitioned first to HCFC 

interim refrigerant and finally to HFCs.
There are two different types of blended 

refrigerants and they are categorized as 
zeotropic and azeotropic. They can be 
identified by their refrigerant number as 
zeotropic blends are assigned a number in 

the 400 series and azeotropic blends are given 
a number in the 500 series.  Table 1 shows 
several refrigerants and their components.

An azeotropic blend is a mixture of 
refrigerants where, when combined, the 
constituents have the same boiling point at a 
given pressure. For refrigerants, the pressure 
range in which they remain azeotropic 
encompasses the conditions typically seen in 
a refrigeration system.

For all intents and purposes, an azeotropic 
blend can be treated as a pure substance 
when troubleshooting or analyzing a 
refrigeration system as the mass fraction (i.e. 
the percentage) of each constituent of the 
refrigerant blend is the same in both the liquid 
and vapour phase of a saturated volume.

Figure 1 shows a basic refrigeration 
cycle on a pressure enthalpy diagram with 
a line of constant temperature. In both, the 
evaporator and condenser, the change of state 
is happening at a constant temperature (the 
same way we are taught that water boils at 

UNDERSTANDING 
REFRIGERANT

Today’s blends create additional service 
challenges   By Greg Scrivener

glide

Refrigerant Composition (Mass %) Type

R404A R-125/143a/134A (44/52/4) Zeotropic

R507A R-125/143a (50/50) Azeotropic

R450A R-134A/1234zeE (42/58) Zeotropic

R449A R-32/125/1234yf/134a (24.3/24.7,25.3,25.7) Zeotropic

R513A R-1234yf/134a (56/44) Azeotropic

Table 1: A sample of different refrigerants and their composition.

A pressure temperature chart gives  
temperatures at each pressure for 
most blends.



100C for both pure substances and azeotropic 
blends).

Temperature glide
Zeotropic, or non-azeotropic, blends do 
not have a common boiling point for all 
the constituents. This means that, as the 
refrigerant evaporates or condenses, the 
mass fraction of the refrigerant changes and 
is different between the liquid and vapour 
phases.

For example, if you pulled out all the 
refrigerant vapour in an evaporator at a given 
time, the percentage of each component 
of the blend would be different compared 
to the liquid remaining.  This has several 
consequences, but one of the more significant 
ones is temperature glide. 

Temperature glide happens because the 
boiling temperature changes based on the 
fraction of liquid and vapour at a given 
pressure. Instead of being horizontal, a line of 
constant pressure in the saturation dome does 
not have constant pressure.

If you do refrigeration service on a lot 
of blends, you will have noticed that a 
Pressure-Temperature (PT) chart gives 
two temperatures at each pressure for most 
blends. The two temperatures that we care 
about are the bubble point and the dew 
point. An example of a PT chart for R449A is 
shown in Figure 2.  Here you can see there is 
approximately 9F of glide at these pressures.

It is important to understand bubble 
and dew point when using these charts to 
determine subcooling and superheat.  One 
way to remember is to think of what forms 
when moving from pure liquid to vapour. As 
you add any bit of energy to saturated liquid, a 
bubble will form, hence the “bubble point” is 
the point where the liquid is saturated.

Conversely, as you remove energy from 
saturated vapour, drops of liquid, or dew, 
will form, so saturated vapour is the “dew 
point”.  These points along with some lines of 
constant temperature are illustrated on Figure 
3 and Figure 4.  As you can see, it is important 
to use the correct value in any analysis or 
calculations.

Consider doing a super heat calculation on 
R449A at 46 psig (Figure 4).  If you measured 
22°F on the suction line, you would have 1°F 
of superheat (which is not enough). However, 
if you accidently used the bubble point value, 
you would mistakenly believe there was 11°F 
of superheat.

Performance and efficiency
Glide has an impact on performance and 
efficiency and is not just an additional 
challenge when calculating subcooling 
and superheat. For refrigerants with a high 
glide, the refrigerant inlet temperature 
can be substantially colder than the outlet 
temperature. This feature of glide can give 
us some efficiency gains when applied to 
heat exchangers correctly and is obviously 
best in a counter-flow situation where the 
coldest air or water is hitting the coldest 
part of the refrigerant.  This gives plate and 
frame evaporators a larger benefit than shell 
and tube chillers, for example.  There are 
also some potential negative effects of glide.  
When applied to an air unit, if the refrigerant 
circuiting is such that the colder part of the 
coil is on the air inlet, frost build up may 
happen faster, increasing the number of 
defrosts.

Another service challenge is presented by 
the fact that when a vapour leak occurs in 
saturated sections of a refrigeration system 
that uses a blend, and most particularly a 
zeotropic blend, it is likely that the refrigerant 
constituents will leak in uneven proportions.

This means that following a leak, the 
refrigerant in the system may no longer be the 
same blend it was before, and this can cause 
improper performance. 
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Please see ‘Leaking’ on page 47

Figure 1: A basic 
refrigeration cycle on 
a pressure-enthalpy 
diagram.

Figure 2: An excerpt from a R449A PT 
chart showing the bubble (Sat Liq) and 
dew (Sat Vap) at different pressures.
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In small air conditioning systems, there 
are only two locations that have saturated 
refrigerant, providing the system is operating 
correctly, and they are the evaporator and the 
condenser. I have heard many people claim 
that as long as the leak is not in one of these 

two locations, then the refrigerant will be fine. 
I would ask, what happens when the system 
is off?  Doesn’t the entire refrigeration system 
become a saturated mixture of vapour and 
liquid?

The answer to this depends on the types 
of controls and the particular installation 
details but is often “yes”, which means that any 

leak could cause a change in the refrigerant 
composition.

The same fractionation occurs in 
refrigerant tanks and that is why charging 
the system with liquid is so important. 
Technically, the liquid is not a perfect blend 
either (how could it be if the vapour isn’t) but 
because of the huge difference between liquid 
and vapour density, almost all of the mass in 
a refrigerant tank is in the liquid, even when 
the tank is almost empty and this means that 
the liquid is extremely close to the right blend. 

Refrigerant blends are here to stay, and 
it is important that we understand what is 
different about them so that we can service 
and maintain systems properly. They add 
another element to troubleshooting when you 
have to consider high temperature glide and 
fractionation.  
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Leaking at uneven proportions
Continued from page 45

Greg Scrivener is the 
lead refrigeration engineer 
and a partner at Laporte 
Consultants, Calgary, 
and works throughout 
Canada and the U.S.  He is 
a professional engineer and 

journeyperson refrigeration mechanic. He 
can be reached at  
GScrivener@laporteconsultants.com.

R404A is one of the most widely used 
zeotropic blends.

Figure 3: Pressure-enthalpy diagram showing the bubble and dew point for  
R449A at 160 psig

Figure 4: Pressure-enthalpy diagram showing bubble and dew point for R449A  
at 46 psig

mailto:gscrivener@laporteconsultants.com


Get your
order faster
Same-day orders ready in 60 minutes!

With Express Pick-Up, your same-day 
Wolseley order can be ready for pickup 
at your local branch within the hour.*

Place an Express Pick-up order
Online through wolseleyexpress.com,
by phone, email, or fax

Head to your selected branch for pick-up
Your order will be ready within the hour*

Grab your order & go!
Skip the line, head to the Express Pick-up area
at the branch for your order

Shop online at

*Express Pick-Up depends on branch hours of the location
selected and product availability at the location selected.
Select products are excluded. Orders will be held for 24 hours

www.wolseleyexpress.com


Better part-load 
performance
Danfoss has boosted the 
part-load performance and 
operating maps of its VZH 

variable speed scroll compressor range. The third-generation commer-
cial inverter scrolls retain the strength of the previous version with the 
addition of intermediate discharge valve (IDV) technology for enhanced 
seasonal efficiency. A complete line-up of models from four to 26 TR (up 
to 52 TF in hybrid tandems) are available, all with IDV technology.
Danfoss  www.danfoss.com

Data centre cooling
Nortek Air Solutions introduces the ADHX 35-6B, a 35-kW active rear 
door heat exchanger, to its ServerCool data centre liquid 
cooling product line. It features upgrades in redundancy, 
user-friendliness, durability, and energy efficiency. It con-
sumes less than 500 watts of power for 35 kW of cooling, 
contributing to a PUE as low as 1.033. User-definable LED 
alarms, and leak detection and prevention are available. 
Redundant temperature sensors on the coil’s inlet and outlet 
prevents overheating. 
Nortek Air Solutions  www.nortekair.com 

Modular hybrid cooler
The Nexus Modular Hybrid Cooler from Baltimore 
Aircoil Company (BAC) offers a plug-and-play, 

modular, hybrid fluid cooling solution. The units are 
up to eight feet shorter in height and have a 40 per cent 

smaller footprint than traditional fluid coolers. Modules 
are designed to be moved with a pallet jack and fit in a freight elevator. 
It is a passivation-free unit with premium non-corrosive materials to 
keep the system running. A non-combustible option is available which 
meets the most stringent fire codes. 
Baltimore Aircoil Company  www.BaltimoreAircoil.com 

Real-time leak monitoring
The new Bacharach MVR-SC controller pairs with the 
company’s MVR-300 refrigerant monitors to provide 
real-time status of refrigerant leaks throughout a 
facility. It eliminates the need to integrate VRF leak 

detection into a BAS controller and the related custom programming 
expense. By implementing a hybrid ethernet serial network, the 
MVR-SC simplifies Modbus integration, providing fast response for 
fault detection and troubleshooting. It monitors up to 100 MVR-300 
devices and has an integrated audible alarm. 
Bacharach  www.mybacharach.com
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The Original Manufacturer of Thermopan

Same-day shipping on most product lines

THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER OF THERMOPAN
THE RESIDENTIAL RETURN AIR PANNING STANDARD SINCE 1992

Visit Thermopan.com
Call 888-678-3709

Thermopan is a high-quality alternative to traditional 
sheet metal for constructing return air ducts
• Thermopan is available in multiple sizes
• Pre-cut headers also available
• Ask about our Thermopan all-in-one kits

Why professional contractors prefer Thermopan
• Lightweight and easy to install
• No shop fabrication or cut hands
• Saves on labor time
• No duct noise means satisfied homeowners

Refrigeration

www.thermopan.com
www.danfoss.com
www.baltimoreaircoil.com
www.nortekair.com
www.mybacharach.com


Watts.com/Deadlevel

For more  
information go to

TRY IT. There’s Nothing Like it.

Save Cost and 
Install Time

Straight to  
    the Point!

• Standard 4' and 1' sections eliminate nearly all field cutting

• Frame locks ensure a straight run, every time

•  The unique design transfers the load to the concrete, maintaining drain integrity
during the concrete pour

•  The drain’s construction cover protects against the impact of people,
concrete, hoses, and finishing equipment

The unique pre-sloped design of the Dead Level® trench 

drain ensures consistently straight runs and makes  

installation quick and easy.

www.watts.com/deadlevel
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Training

ONT. COLLEGE OFFERS DEDICATED

Neil Maika, coordinator of the 
mechanical techniques – plumbing 
program, and Jason Jackson, 
showcase the many trades that work 
within The Kawartha Trades and 
Technology Centre.

A second hands-on facility at the 
Sutherland Campus teaches the HVAC 
side of the trade.

GEOTHERMAL  
           PROGRAM

Much of the course work 
will be hands-on
By Leah Den Hartogh

An Ontario trade college is offering a dedicated 
post secondary geothermal heating program, 
believed to be the first of its kind in North 
America.

The course, at Fleming College 
in Peterborough, Ont., begins in January 
and is already full, with a waiting list for 
future courses.

Part of the program 
will include 

designing and constructing a 
geothermal system for the 
"farmhouse" located at the 
Sutherland campus. 

The one-year program is split between 
Fleming’s Sutherland Campus in Peterborough 
and Frost Campus in Lindsay, Ont. The first 
semester, at Lindsay, focuses on geothermal 
borehole regulations and the knowledge 
required to install, maintain, and repair 
geothermal loops. From there, students move to 
the Peterborough campus where they will learn 
to design, maintain and repair the hydronic 
systems within a building, and connect that 
system to the geothermal loop field. 

The program will focus on hands-on 
construction. “One of the unique features 

Please see ‘Primary’ on page 53

https://flemingcollege.ca/programs/geothermal-systems


When Life Safety 

MATTERSWhen entering a commercial building, 
there’s a reasonable assumption that it’s 

If plumbed with cast iron, it is safe, 
sustainable, and a non-combustible 

With the movement to remove plastics 
from society due to their negative impact 
on health and the environment, isn’t it time 
to make smart choices? 

Choose cast iron soil pipe  

SAFE Non-combustible and sustainable

RECYCLED Made from post-
consumer recycled metal

REUSABLE Completely recyclable
at the end of its service life

RESPONSIBLE LEED V4/Living
Building Challenge Declare Status

MADE IN CANADA

800-463-3480

www.bibby-ste-croix.com


of this program and the other programs at 
Fleming College is that we try to incorporate 
the students in the design and the installation 
of components where required,” explained 
Jason Jackson, academic chair of the Fleming 
College School of Trades and Technology.

Part of the program will include designing 
and constructing a geothermal system for 
the “farmhouse” located at the Sutherland 
campus. “The geothermal fields located at 
Frost Campus will allow students to design 
and construct the wells by using hands on 
applications in combination with practical 
and theory concepts in an online platform.”

Focus on residential
Although students will gain an understanding 
of commercial and institutional applications, 
the program will focus primarily on residential 
installations. Class sizes will remain small 
with 30 students to ensure adequate time with 
instructors. 

The program has been talked about 

at Fleming College for a long while and 
received a big push last year. “Now, as we 
(society and government) look at reducing 

carbon footprints and looking at our energy 
consumption, we have come to a place where 
alternate energy options are required. The 
program concept was created through a 
collaboration between campuses and industry 
experts. The idea once defined moved quickly 
to a business case and then to approval 
quickly,” said Jackson.

Much of the equipment and facilities 
required for the program fit nicely with current 
programs, including the resources drilling 
technician program offered at Frost campus.

The Kawartha Trades and Technology 
Centre in Peterborough encompasses many 
trades programs. The KUBE, a four-storey 
training structure features a unique training 
environment utilizing the latest technologies 
found in the trades. 

The equipment that the college didn’t 
already have was either bought with a capital 
budget or donated by companies in the 
industry, including members of the Canadian 
Institute of Plumbing and Heating (CIPH), 
Ontario Geothermal Association, and the 
Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning 
Institute of Canada (HRAI). 

A clean energy alternative
“We are constantly looking for new ways in 
clean energy. Geothermal is unique because 
we have energy sitting around us all the 
time that we don’t really consider or use. 
Geothermal or hydronics is just about taking 
heat from one place and putting it somewhere 
else. We have the ability to use something 
very unique in Canada to help gain needed 
energy. The impact of that is we are trying to 
find ways that have zero emissions or reduce 
our footprint on the environment. This is one 
way to provide that,” said Jackson.

The final goal of the program is the have a 
graduate that is well-rounded in all aspects of 
geothermal heating and cooling installation. 
Graduates will receive a graduate certificate at 
the end of the two semesters.

Anyone looking to apply for future 
academic years can do so on the Fleming 
website. The minimum admission requirement 
is an undergraduate degree or Ontario 
college diploma in a related field. For more 
information, please visit www.flemingcollege. 
ca/programs/geothermal-systems. 
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Training

Primary focus will be 
residential installations
Continued from page 51

This portable unit helps students learn about the design, installation, maintenance and 
repair of hydronic systems within a building and connecting the system to the loop field. 

Instructor Steve Wilkinson displays the 
new drilling rig that will be used to 
teach students about geothermal loops.

https://www.ciph.com/default.aspx
https://ontariogeothermal.ca/
https://www.hrai.ca/
https://flemingcollege.ca/programs/geothermal-systems
https://flemingcollege.ca/programs/geothermal-systems
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touch and experience Viega products while 
learning about their capabilities.

Experts lead single and multi-day classes 
in everything from radiant system design and 
fire protection to hydronics and pathogen 
prevention. 

“The industry needs more training and 
Viega is committed to that,” said DeAngelo. 
The training centers support union, non-
union and trade school programs. It also 
goes into more depth on things like software 
design programs that traditional training 
doesn’t, he added. “We cover topics that are 
not well covered in those programs but are 
becoming more prevalent out in the field.”

One of the surprising things for media 
attending the event was the breadth of Viega’s 
product offering. “Customers come here and 

A new Viega training centre in Broomfield, 
Colorado has been busy since it opened in April.

“We have been non-stop since April 8 and 
are booked up through November,” remarked 
Bo DeAngelo, Viega manager of technical 
training, during a media tour in August. The 
facility is on track to host more than 2,100 
students this year.

The 23,000-square-foot Broomfield 
Seminar Center is located next to Viega’s 
new headquarters building in the shadow of 
the Rocky Mountains. It supplements Viega’s 
Nashua, New Hampshire Seminar Center, 
which has trained tens of thousands of people 
since opening in 2006.

The state-of-the-art building includes four 
classrooms, two workshops and an interactive 
learning center, which allows attendees to see, 
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Training

Viega opens western 
training centre
New Colorado facility offers high tech and interactive training

Bo DeAngelo demonstrates one of the many interactive screens in the facility.

The new 24,000 sq. ft. Broomfield 
Seminar Center offers state-of-the art 
training for the mechanical trade

say, ‘We didn’t know you did all this stuff,” 
said DeAngelo.

Not surprisingly, the facility prominently 
features Viega’s technology. Exposed ceilings 
provide a clear view of the fire sprinkler 
system with its MegaPress fittings. Copper 
lines with ProPress fittings provide the water 
supply and water flows f rom the manifolds 
through carbon steel lines with MegaPress 
fittings. Radiant heating and cooling keep 
the building comfortable while snow melt 
systems keep the sidewalks free of ice and 
snow during the Colorado winters.

We cover topics 
that are not well 

covered in those programs 
but are becoming more 
prevalent out in 
the field.

Even the restrooms, with wall-hung bowls, 
Viega in-wall carriers and the company’s 
Visign flush plates, are designed as a testament 
to the space-saving and design possibilities of 
Viega technology.      

“We believe in giving tradespeople the 
technology and training they need to become 
better and more efficient at their jobs. We built 
this centre to help them become as successful 
as they hope to be,” said Viega CEO David 
Garlow.

For more information, please 
visit  www.viega.us.

https://www.viega.us/en/homepage.html
https://www.viega.us/en/homepage.html


Fresh-Aire UV’s new Jupiter-based filtration 
division manufacturing plant. Electro-
Breeze’s products will be rebranded under 
Fresh-Aire UV or carry the new “Electro-
Breeze by Fresh-Aire UV” brand. 

President and founder of Electro-Breeze, 
Pierre Audet, will join Fresh-Aire UV and 
will oversee the transition of manufacturing 

Fresh-Aire UV, Jupiter, Florida, has acquired 
commercial and residential HVAC air 
filtration manufacturer Electro-Breeze 
Manufacturing, Saint-Sauveur, Quebec, as of 
Sept. 12. 

The acquisition expands Fresh-Aire UV 
into the particulate removal industry, using 
Electro-Breeze’s sub-micron polarized 
filtration technology. “We now offer a full-
line, turnkey filtration solution for our HVAC 
distributors and contractors to address any 
indoor air quality (IAQ) challenge, whether 
it’s biological, VOCs and now particulates,” 
said Chris Willette, Fresh-Aire UV president. 

The deal will include Electro-Breeze’s 
Canadian-based manufacturing and 
assembly operations, where it manufactures 
polarized particulate filtration and other IAQ 
equipment, all of which will be relocated to 
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NEXT Plumbing and Hydronics Supply, 
Vaughan, Ont., has raised over $345,000 for 
cancer research through participation in the 
annual Scotiabank Road Hockey to Conquer 
Cancer event held Sept. 28 at Woodbine 

Racetrack in Toronto.
“We believe in being integral to our 

customers, co-workers and community,” said 
NEXT CEO Michael Storfer. “Events like this 
are a tremendous occasion to engage employees, 

customers and vendors to make a difference for a 
cause that touches so many of us.”

Overall, the ninth annual Scotiabank Road 
Hockey to Conquer Cancer event had more 
than 1,900 participants making up 167 teams – 
22 of them being from NEXT. The entire 
event raised a record-breaking $3.1 million. 
Over the nine years, the event has raised $23 
million in support of research at the Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre in Toronto.

Each team played four games throughout 
the day, with the top fundraising teams 
having the opportunity to draft and play with a 
celebrity. 

NEXT chose former NHL star Shayne 
Corson. “Hockey has always played an 
important role in my life,” he said. “One of the 
reasons I love coming to this event is that it 
allows me to play a game I love and to raise 
funds in honour of my Dad, who I lost to 
cancer. Not to mention, it’s just a really fun 
day!”

For more information or to donate to the 
event, visit teamuptoconquercancer.ca. More 
information on NEXT Supply is available at 
www.nextsupply.ca.

Ontario wholesaler raises 
$345,000 towards cancer research

NEXT Supply entered 22 teams in this year’s Road Hockey to Conquer Cancer event.

Chris Willette, left, president of Fresh-Air 
UV, and Pierre Audet, right, president 
of Electro-Breeze are joining forces and 
moving manufacturing to Florida. 

U.S. company acquires Canadian 
HVAC filter manufacturer

Baymar Supply will continue to operate 

out of their Windsor and London offices. 
“By integrating Baymar into the Master 
team, we can join forces and become a 
dominant player by offering a unique value 
proposition to all the HVAC/R sectors 
across southwestern Ontario,” said Louis 
St-Laurent, CEO of the Master Group. 
Baymar employees will continue in their 
current roles. 

Ontario distributor 
acquired by Master Group
The Master Group, Boucherville, Que., 
has acquired Baymar Supply Ltd., 
London, Ont., a distributor specializing in 
commercial, industrial and institutional 
HVAC/R solutions. 

https://www.nextsupply.ca/
https://www.scotiabank.com/ca/en/about/sponsorships/hockey/road-hockey-to-conquer-cancer.html
https://www.scotiabank.com/ca/en/about/sponsorships/hockey/road-hockey-to-conquer-cancer.html
https://www.freshaireuv.com/
https://www.electrobreeze.com/
https://www.electrobreeze.com/
https://www.master.ca/en
http://www.baymarsupply.com/
https://www.nextsupply.ca/
https://www.scotiabank.com/ca/en/about/sponsorships/hockey/road-hockey-to-conquer-cancer.html


Bradford White 
Canada, Halton 
Hills Ont.,  an-
n o u n c e s  t h a t 
Graeme Gilbert 
has joined the 
c o m p a n y  a s 
regional sales man-

ager for eastern Canada, covering Ont., Que., 
and Atlantic Canada. Joe Drago has been 
promoted to Canadian product manager. 

Stelpro,   Saint-Bruno-de-
Montarville, Que., has named 
Dany L’Heureux as the new 
national sales director – retail.

InSinkErator 
C a n a d a , 
R i c h m o n d 
Hill, Ont.,  has 

appointed Yvette Gillespie as 
western regional sales manager, 
managing sales activities from 
Manitoba to British Columbia.

At the recent MCAC national conference 
in Nashville, Tenn., Kevin Fullan, of  
Wolseley Canada, Burlington, Ont., 
received the Doug Crawford Memorial 
Award from Associates Council chairman 
Mike Miller of Taco Canada, Milton, Ont. 
in recognition of his work for the organization 
and industry.

Saniflo Canada, Cambridge, Ont., has ap-
pointed J. Wright Sales to represent its 
products in Atlantic Canada.

MAAX Bath Inc., Montréal, Que. is 
celebrating 50 years in business. Founded in 
1969 in Tring-Jonction, Quebec, the company 
initially specialized in the manufacture of 

pools along with snowmobile and all-terrain 
vehicle components.  

“Our success over the past half-century 
stems from our long-standing commitment 
to innovation,” said company president Mark 
Gold. “All of us at MAAX are proud of the 
rich legacy we have built together and are 
working hard to anticipate market trends and 
needs to continue to impress our customers 
for years to come.”

Over the years, MAAX expanded its 
product portfolio with bathtubs, showers, 
and shower doors. Today, MAAX is part of 
the American Bath Group (ABG) and has 
eight production facilities in North America 
including four in Canada. It employs nearly 
1,400 people, including 630 in Quebec. In 
2017, MAAX and Tennessee-based ABG 
merged.

Grundfos Canada employees and members 
of the community participated in Walk for 
Water Canada – a fundraising event for 

Water Mission, a non-profit engineering 
organization that provides safe water and 
sanitation solutions to victims of the global 
water crisis. A total of $25,000 was raised at 
the event which saw close to 100 participants. 

The event took place Sept. 7 at Erindale 
Park in Mississauga, Ont. People walked with 
buckets in hand for a total of six kilometers. 

Each participant walked three km with an 
empty bucket, then filled their bucket with 
water from the Credit River. After walking an 
additional three km, each person emptied their 
water-filled bucket in a pool. The course was 
designed to honour the millions of women and 
children in developing countries who make the 
trek every day to find and collect water. 

“Walking for water is something people in 
many parts of the world must do in order to 
live, which we take for granted,” said Simon 

Feddema, Grundfos Canada president. “Walk 
for Water is an awesome event that allows 
us to make a difference in people’s lives by 
partnering with Water Mission. It is inspiring 
to work for a company like Grundfos that 
strives to truly improve the quality of life for 
people in all regions of the world.”

Grundfos has been hosting these events for 
its employees since 2012.
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Grundfos raises $25,000 for safe water

Participants in this year’s Walk for Water event raised $25,000 to help bring safe 
drinking water to developing countries.

MAAX Bath celebrates 50 years

An employee at the Valdosta, Georgia 
plant, one of MAAX’s eight manufacturing 
facilities in North America, works on a 
bathtub assembly line.

Yvette 
Gillespie

Graeme 
Gilbert

Joe 
Drago

Dany 
L’Heureux

https://ca.grundfos.com/
https://ca.grundfos.com/about-us/news-and-press/news/grundfos-2016-walk-for-water.html
https://ca.grundfos.com/about-us/news-and-press/news/grundfos-2016-walk-for-water.html
https://maax.com/
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As owner/managers we often forget how our 
attitude permeates the organization. If we go 
into work all despondent, that negative energy 
flies through everyone we get in contact with 
– employees, customers, sub-contractors and
suppliers.

The opposite is also very true. When we go 
to work and show our passion for the business, 
it also permeates. In order to show that we care 
for our employees we must let them know on 
a regular basis how important they are to us. 
One effective way of doing this is to incentivise 
them  and what better way to do that than by 
using time-proven non-financial incentives.

Implementing this process, or any of the 
other processes in our three previous articles 
on performance rewards, takes commitment 
and can’t be done half-heartedly. Don’t even 
start the process unless you are sure you are 
going to implement it. Once you start telling 
your employees that you are looking at such a 
program, they will expect you to follow through.

Once you have decided in principle to 
implement a program, then it is time to 

engage them and let them help 
you design the process that 
best fits your organization. 
This empowerment will go a 
long way towards ensuring the 
success of the program. 

Non-financial incentives 
are low cost options 
to keep employees 
engaged and loyal. 
Also, they can 
add a level of 
h appi n e s s  a s 
they stroke the 
ego rather than the 
wallet. You are targeting 
the employees’ empathy and 
emotional intellect.

By fostering a culture 
of support, you will retain 
key employees and breed a 
culture of success. This is 
an opportunity to use your 
‘power of influence’ to create 
a legacy by helping people 
achieve their true potential.

As businesses become 
more cost conscious, they 
are likely to cut back on 

financial incentives as these 
can be very costly, particularly in 

construction and service businesses 
where labour is a very significant 

portion of cost. This is less noticeable in 
a production shop, such as sheet metal 
fabrication, as labour is a lower 
percentage of the cost of production.

Where companies are paying 
competitive remuneration, these 
rewards can lock-in employees 
who might be tempted to move to 
a competitor. Despite the financial cost 
to the company, they can carry significant 
weight. Incentives of this nature are 
particularly effective for workers who are 
comfortable with their salaries or have been 
in the position for a long time.
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Shop Management

Please see ‘Workers’ on page 61

with non-financial rewards
Setting the right tone in the workplace is critical
By Ron Coleman
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Relationships matter
Surveys have shown that 69 percent of 
customers change providers because of 
perceived indifference. This is likely true of 
employees also. I often ask business owners 
why they started up their business and often 
the answer is they felt unappreciated in their 
employment and saw no opportunity to use 
their talents to the max. Now that you are an 
owner/manager, are you falling into the same 
trap by not helping your key people reach their 
full potential?

In its June 2009 McKinsey Global Survey 
of 1,047 executives, managers and employees 
from a range of sectors, non-financial 
incentives were rated as more powerful 
motivators than financial incentives.

The top three financial rewards were 
performance-based 

c a s h  b o n u s e s , 
increase in base 
pay, and stock or 
stock options. 
The top three 

n o n - f i n a n c i a l 
incentives were praise 
and commendation 
from their immediate 
manager, attention 

from leaders, and opportunities 
to lead projects or task forces.
• The most popular incentive 
on the survey was praise from
the boss.
• The second most popular

was attention from leaders.
• The least popular was stock 
or stock options.
• All three of the non-
financial incentives were 
more popular than the leading 
financial incentive.

According to the survey, 
the top two incentives are 
based on receiving praise 
and validation. These two 

elements are essential to all 

relationships, including employee-employer. 
Praise and validation should be the focus of 
non-financial incentives for employees.

This is where you as the owner/manager 
can shine. How can you expect others to 
be enthusiastic about the business if you, 
the boss, are not enthusiastic all the time? I 
know that’s difficult, but it is part of running a 
successful HVAC/plumbing business.

In the benchmark surveys that I have been 
doing annually since 1994 for the Heating, 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Institute 
of Canada (HRAI) we constantly find that the 
top 25 percent of participants generate more 
than 10 percent pre-tax profits (some in the 
20 percent-plus area) and that the bottom 25 
percent either break-even or lose money.

Rewards to consider
There are four categories of rewards that you 
can consider. Some work primarily for office 
administrators, bookkeepers and estimators 
while others are suitable only for field staff. 
* Indicates the rewards best suited for those not
working in the field.

RECOGNITION
1. Award presentation in front of peers.
2. Enhanced responsibility and authority.
3. Breakfast/lunch/dinner with senior

management.
4. New truck, new equipment or tools.
5. New office or office equipment*
6. Recognition or financial rewards for

recommending new employees (good
techs are hard to find)

7. Recognition for having the highest
ratio of  hours paid to billing for
service work in a quarter

8. Recognition for completing retrofit
jobs below budget – quarterly review.

REWARDS
1. Gift certificates (get them from

existing customers to enhance your 
relationships or from suppliers, who 
may offer them for free).

2. Prizes (Get suppliers to donate them
and promote the supplier). Use these 

to enhance some of the recognition 
rewards above.

3. Paid cellphone (becoming more
popular now that many companies are
using cell phones for payroll purposes
and job costing).

4. Paid internet (can be used to dispatch
employees to jobs or provide them
with overnight updates).

5. Recognition or financial rewards for
recommending new employees (good
techs are hard to find)

6. Recognition for customer service
awards based on customer feedback
after service calls or retrofit jobs.

7. Reward techs who take overnight or
weekend calls.

OPPORTUNITY
1. Opportunity to lead teams or tasks
2. Paid training
3. Promotion
4. Mentorship program (match up

apprentices with your best techs)
5. Attend industry conferences (foreman

and more senior)
6. Attend industry association dinner

meetings (techs and more senior)

FLEXIBILITY
1. Flexible schedule ( four 10-hour days)*
2. Ability to work from home one-day per

week*
3. Schedule service calls that are closer to

the techs home to minimize travel time
at start and end of day.

Take charge of your attitude. Don’t let 
someone else choose it for you. 
(Dale Carnegie)
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Workers respond to positive reinforcement
Continued from page 59
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North America’s largest HVAC/R trade show 
will take place Feb. 3-5 in Orlando, Florida 
when the event returns to the Orange County 
Convention Centre.

In anticipation, organizers have announced 
the winning manufacturers in the 2020 AHR 
Expo Innovation Awards competition. There 
were 10 categories and one of those winners 
will be selected as the most innovative and 
will receive the Product of the Year award, to 
be announced at the awards presentation on 
the show floor Feb. 4 at 1 p.m.

Entries were reviewed and selected by 
a panel of third-party ASHRAE member 
judges. “We had more entries submitted for 
the 2020 Innovation Awards than we’ve ever 
had,” remarked Mark Stevens, AHR Expo 
show manager. “This speaks volumes to the 
advancement and outstanding innovation 
happening within the HVAC/R industry.”

This year’s winners are:
Building Automation: Delta Controls 
Inc. (Booth 1161) – The O3 Sensor Hub 2.0 
combines seven different sensors to provide 
an accurate view of an interior space. The 
sensor aims to change how the controls 
industry looks at occupant satisfaction. 
Cooling: Danfoss (Booth 1501) – Danfoss’ 
Interlaced Micro Channel Heat Exchanger 
(iMCHE) integrates multiple circuits into 

a single coil. It works using a single air 
heat transfer area and controlling each one 
independently by a multi-circuit system. 
Green Building: Danfoss (Booth 1501) 
– Danfoss’ Turbocor TG490 compressor
is designed for air-to-water cooled chiller
applications. The oil-free, variable speed,
magnetic bearing centrifugal compressor is
optimized for use with HFO-1234ze.
Heating: York (Booth 3801) – York’s LX
Series TL9E Ultra-Low NOx gas furnace is
an environmentally responsible gas furnace
that meets the standards for air quality while
reducing greenhouse and smog-producing
gasses by up to 65 per cent compared to the
standard low-NOx furnace.
Indoor Air Quality: Fresh-Aire UV (Booth
5853) - The Purity Low Profile LED one-
inch polarized filter/LED disinfection system
by Fresh-Aire UV captures 97 per cent of
particles down to 0.3 microns in size. The
system uses antimicrobial UV reactive media
with an advanced photocatalytic coating for
odor and VOC reduction.
Plumbing: LG Electronics USA, Inc. (Booth
6343) - The LG Hydro Kit is an indoor heat
exchanger for LG variable refrigerant flow
(VRF) systems capable of transferring heat
or cooling energy expelled from the air
conditioning process to heat water. Available
in 42,000 and 96,000 Btu/h capacity.

Refrigeration: Danfoss (Booth 1501) – 
Danfoss’ CO2 Adaptive Liquid Management 
Solution Innovation combines Danfoss’ liquid 
ejector and liquid control case controller 
algorithm to fully utilize the evaporator 
surface in display cases and cold rooms. This 
technology provides up to 10 per cent greater 
energy efficiency. 
Software: Interplay Learning (Booth 
8562) – The SkillMill Skilled Trades Course 
Catalog by Interplay Learning is an online, 
on-demand training course catalog designed 
for HVAC professionals to gain worksite skills 
accessible via mobile phone, computer, tablet, 
or in virtual reality. 
Tools and Instruments: Matelex (Booth 
2551) – Matelex’s DNI (détecteur de niveau 
intelligent/smart level detector) system 
measures pressure, temperature and 
refrigerant levels every two to three seconds. 
The system is designed to trigger an alarm in 
the event of a detected leak. 
Ventilation: Infinitum Electric (Booth 
7485) - The Infinitum Electric HVAC motor is 
smaller, smarter, and quieter than traditional 
electric motors. These benefits equate to an 
ultra-high efficiency motor that results in up 
to 25 per cent lower costs for customers.

For more information about the AHR 
Expo, please visit www.ahrexpo.com.
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Coming Events

OCT. 24-27: 
ASPE Technical Symposium, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. For more 
information, please visit www.aspe.org.

DEC. 4-6: 
The Buildings Show, 
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, 
North and South Buildings, Toronto. For 
more information, please visit www.
thebuildingsshow.com.

FEB. 3-FEB. 5: 
AHR Expo, 
Orange County Convention Center, 
Orlando, Florida. For more information, 
please visit www.ahrexpo.com.
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SEEING IS BELIEVING
AT THE WORLD’S
LARGEST HVACR
MARKETPLACE

† 1,800+ Exhibitors / 500,000 sq ft Show Floor  

† Held Concurrently with the ASHRAE Winter Conf.

† Hundreds of New Products & Demonstrations

† Robust Training and Education Program

FEB 3-5 • 2020

REGISTER NOW
FREE FOR A LIMITED TIME @ AHREXPO.COM

www.ahrexpo.com
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PRESS 2½" TO 4" STEEL PIPE WITH THE RP 340PRREESSS 222½½½" TTOOO 44"" SSTTEEEEL PPIIPPE WWIITTH TTHHEE RRP 344000

INCREASE 
 YOUR OUTPUT.

No flames. No hot work permits. With RIDGID® Press Booster, you can make 
safe, flameless connections on Schedule 5-40 steel pipe 2½ to 4 inches.  
Wet or dry, Press Booster delivers a secure connection in under 25 seconds. 

Learn more at RIDGID.COM/XL

INCREASED  
CAPACITY
Flameless  

connections  
2½" to 4"

TOTAL ACCESS
Patented 180°  

swivel for  
greater  

flexibility

LOCKED IN
Automatic lock keeps 
actuator in place until 
the press is complete

GO BIG
Increase the output of 
the RP 330 and RP 340

www.ridgid.com/XL



